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2.0

Academy

for Sensomotorics and Biomechanics

✔ Hands on!

✔ Practice beats theory

✔ Streamlined
seminar program
minimizes time

✔ “Workshadowing” —
Look over the expert’s
shoulder as they work

✔ Advanced seminars
for users
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CERTIFICATIONS

Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

Sensomotoric
Therapist
Level I + II

CERTIFICATIONS

SENSOMOTORICS FOR
THERAPISTS
LEVEL 1
MODULE 1-3

✔✔Theory

SENSOMOTORICS FOR
THERAPISTS
LEVEL 2
MODULE 4

✔✔Structural aspects

✔✔Practical workshop

3 days

2 days

€ 999

€ 799

www.springer-berlin.de
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Sensomotorics
Webinar
Arrive in the world of sensomotorics!

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION

THE PASSIVE PRINCIPLE

THE ACTIVE PRINCIPLE

THEORY 

Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

■ TEACHING GOALS
After completing the seminar, the participants will have:

++Gained an understanding of the general principle of action
++Be able to apply the “active over passive” principle
++Gained an understanding of the basic construction of
sensomotoric insoles
++Received demonstrations of case studies
++SPRINGER introduction to sensomotoric concepts
■ SYLLABUS
The instructors will give the seminar participants:

++An explanation of the “active over passive” principle and
describe the areas of application for sensomotoric insoles
++Details about the four insole “trigger points” and their effect
on muscles
++Visually demonstrate the sensomotoric effect using examples
from case studies
++Impulse insoles as a simple introduction to sensomotoric
treatment
++Milling concepts for customized sensomotoric insoles

INSTRUCTOR:

Jonathan Fogg, C.Ped.

DATE:

Schedule by arrangement

DURATION:

2 hours

www.springer-berlin.de
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Sensomotorics
Theoretical Seminar
& Practical Workshop
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Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

THEORY 

■ TEACHING GOALS
++Provide a theoretical overview and prepare for practical implementation
++Describe the functional anatomy
++Provide an understanding of target group-specific methods for
examining children, adults and athletes
++Explain how to fabricate treatment solutions to various pathologies using examples from case studies
++Targeted application
++Improve consultation competence
++Enhance ability to communicate with doctors and physiotherapists
++Present specialized area of "Neurological Treatment Options"
using examples from case studies
■ SYLLABUS
++The seminar participants will review musculoskeletal structures and their function with emphasis on the foot and leg
muscles and the
++Functional principle
++The seminar participants will be given an understanding of the
concept of “sensomotoric insoles”
++Familiarize themselves with neurophysiological interconnections
++Understand of the statics and dynamics of foot malpositioning
in relation to foot, knee, hip, pelvis, back and head
++Accomplish a targeted manipulation of anatomical and
muscular structures using sensomotoric insole elements
++Theoretically discuss the most important analysis parameters
++Undertake detailed analysis of insole structures in terms of
their form, effect and the importance of functional elements
++Receive an explanation of what indications to emphasize
++Learn how to define reference values for dynamic and static
analyses
++Be taught what is particularly important in treating neurological clinical pictures and which insole types and elements are
used for neurological indications

INSTRUCTORS: Jeannette Arend, Paul Bange or Florian Hindenberg
DATE:

19 June 2019

DURATION:

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

www.springer-berlin.de
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Sensomotorics
Practical workshop Children, adults, athletes
Taking the step into practice
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Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

■ LEARNING OBJECTIVES
++After completing the seminar, the participants will have
acquired the analytical and craftsman's skills to fabricate
sensomotoric insoles
++Understand why and how certain deviations from the
norm occur and their consequences for constructing
sensomotoric elements.
++Acquired greater competence in consulting patients to
enhance the benefits of sensomotoric insoles by teaching
patients stretching, strengthening and proprioception
exercises.
++Learned how to extract the most important parameters from
an analysis for treatment and consultation, to categorize
findings and create records.
++To ascertain and evaluate when sensomotoric measures are
indicated over versus conventional insoles
++Hand-fabricate sensomotoric insoles for adults and children
++EASYCAD Construction Training
■ SYLLABUS
++Fabrication of an impulse-targeted insert for Self-test 2.
General documentation of symptoms for indications in
adults, children and athletes
++General documentation of symptoms for indications in
adults, children and athletes
++Structured and target group-specific assessment of static
and dynamic parameters
++Target group-specific muscle function analyses and
palpation
++Incorporation of the identified parameters into
sensorimotor-stimulating insole elements
++Proportional and anatomically exact fabrication methods
based on various case studies
++Learning how to implement supplementary examination
sequences in children and adolescents
++Learning to classify findings age-appropriately
++Practical gait, postural and functional analysis in children
and adolescents
++Practical application of the CAD design software EASYCAD

INSTRUCTORS: Jeannette Arend, Paul Bange or Florian Hindenberg
DATE:

20/21 June 2019

DURATION:

2 days

www.springer-berlin.de
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Sensomotorics
Intermediate Level
For advanced pedorthists
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Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

PRACTICAL PART

SETUP

■ LEARNING OBJECTIVES
++Identify clinical pictures including heel spurs, stroke,
iliotibial tract syndrome, hallux rigidus with a focus on
treatment using sensomotoric insoles
++In-depth gait analysis, reinforcing competencies,
consolidating knowledge
++Elucidate functional correlations between movement and
orthopedic disorders
++Apply measurement technology and train in interpreting
video analysis and pedography
++Identify typical pathologies in the gait cycle and develop
exercise programs for core, fascia and stabilization training
++In-depth posture analysis
■ SYLLABUS
++Theory and practical application of treatment options for
the clinical pictures heel spurs, iliotibial tract syndrome and
hallux rigidus based on examples from case studies
++Lecture on the role the fasciae play in musculoskeletal
movements
++Lecture on functional relationships between posture and
movement
++Evaluating pedographic measurements and detecting
functional disturbances in musculoskeletal movements,
balance disorders and ankle joint instabilities
++Posture analysis workshop

INSTRUCTORS: Jeannette Arend, Stephan Höhmann,Paul Bange or
Florian Hindenberg
DATE:

25/26 November 2019

www.springer-berlin.de
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Instructors

Jeannette Arend
Sensomotoric expert at SPRINGER AKTIV AG
Berlin. Jeannette has been working in the field of
sensomotorics for 20 years and is in charge of
consulting, marketing, continuing education and
innovation.

Florian Hindenberg
Orthopedic shoe technologist, pedorthist,
sensomotoric therapist as well as an insole and shoe
expert. Florian's day-to-day work consists of uniting
holistic movement and postural analyses with the
fabrication of sensomotoric insoles. Since 2012, he
has played an integral part in SPRINGER's craftman's
training curricula, supporting both partners and
customers abroad.

Stephan Höhmann
State-certified sports scientist, movement analyst
and postural orthesiologist. Stephan's day-to-day
work consists of uniting holistic movement and
posture analyses with the fabrication of sensomotoric
insoles. Since 2015, he has been an essential part of
SPRINGER's analytics training program, supporting
both our partners and customers abroad.
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Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

INSTRUCTORS

Jonathan Fogg, C.Ped.
is a Certified Pedorthist licensed by the American Board
for Certification in Orthotic, Prosthetics and Pedorthics.
Jon also has a Higher National Degree in Marketing
from Harper Adams University in the United Kingdom.
He has been involved in the O&P industry since 1994
and in Pedorthics for 16 years. Jon has extensive
experience in shoe manufacturing and fitting as well
as orthotics. Over the past 10 years, his knowledge
of materials for use in pedorthics as well as orthotic
design and assessment technology has been an
invaluable resource.
In 1996, Jon began organizing teaching programs
and has since continually stressed the importance
of education. He has taught at the Atlanta pedorthic
Academy and given national and international
presentations on various Pedorthics topics.
Recently, Jon has developed a keen interest in
sensomotoric insoles and the importance of gait
analysis for pedorthic assessment.

Paul Bange
Orthopedic shoemaker, sensomotoric therapist, insole
and shoe expert. Paul's day-to-day work consists of
uniting holistic movement and postural analyses with
the fabrication of sensomotoric insoles. In 2018, Paul
became Deputy Director of the Sensomotorikzentrum
Berlin. Since 2016, he has played an integral part in
SPRINGER's craftman's training curricula, supporting
both partners and customers abroad.

www.springer-berlin.de
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Organization
LOCATION & DIRECTIONS

■ BERLIN
SPRINGER AKTIV AG
Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics
Lengeder Str. 52, 13407 Berlin
Phone +49 (0)30 49 00 03 - 0
Email: export@springer-berlin.de

B96
LOCATION
Near the Berlin Central Railway Station,
Berlin Tegel Airport,
right next to the Wilhelmsruh S-Bahn (suburban
train) station, S-Bahn line S1
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Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

ORGANIZATION

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
■ NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
By limiting the number of participants, we guarantee intensive
support during seminars and workshops.
■ PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Invoices will be issued 6 weeks before the start of the seminar. The
invoice amount is payable immediately (net without discounts).
■ REGISTRATION, CONFIRMATION & CANCELLATION
Your signature on the registration form or the submission of the
online form constitutes your binding registration. We will then
send you a registration confirmation with a detailed description of
the venue.
You can cancel your registration up to 15 working days before the
start of the seminar. If you cancel at short notice or fail to attend,
the full participation fee must be paid.
■ CATERING
During the breaks, we provide a variety of delicious meals and
snacks. You can help yourself to cold drinks and fresh coffee
during the entire duration of the seminar.

BERLIN HOTEL RECOMMENDATIONS
All hotels in the Berlin Mitte area are conveniently located near the
venue, close to S-Bahn line 1. We have arranged special prices with the
following hotels:
■ arcona LIVING GOETHE87 – Berlin
Near Ku’damm and Berlin Central Railway Station
Booking code "SPRINGER"
Goethestrasse 87, 10623 Berlin,
PHONE: +49 (0)30 / 4 37 47 - 0
http://www.goethe87.arcona.de/
Prices including breakfast €89 single room/studio – €99 double
room/studio *
■ ibis Airport Tegel
Alt-Reinickendorf 4-5, 13407 Berlin,
PHONE: +49 (0)30 / 49 88 30
http://www.ibis.com/de/hotel-1573-ibis-berlin-airport-tegel/
Booking code "103047"
Prices including breakfast €69.90 /single room – €80.50 /double
room *
Mention keyword SPRINGER when booking
(* Other rates apply during trade fairs)

www.springer-berlin.de
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Registration & Dates 2019
Please copy this page, check the seminar you would like to attend and fax it to
+49 (0)30 - 49 00 03 - 11 or register by e-mail at export@springer-berlin.de

Sensomotorics

Sensomotorics

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Sensomotorics Webinars
UPON Request

Online

Sensomotoric Theory
Seminar & Practical Workshop
19 JUNE
2019

Sensomotorics — Intermediate Level
25/26
NOVEMBER
2019

Berlin

Berlin

Practical Sensomotorics Workshop
— Children, Adults, Athletes
20/21 JUNE
2019

Berlin

PARTICIPANT 1

PARTICIPANT 2

COMPANY

STREET

POSTAL CODE, CITY
Stamp

FAX

PHONE

EMAIL

□ I have read and agree to the terms and
conditions of participation.

Date, place
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Signature

Academy for Sensomotorics and
Biomechanics

REGISTRATION

LEGAL NOTICES
1st Edition: 10,000 copies
©2017-2018 SPRINGER AKTIV AG
Publisher and author:
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Editing, layout and typesetting:
J. Arend, S. Dzikus
Printers: Laserline GmbH, Berlin
Paper: Mat white image prints (FSC MIX)
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VENUES
Berlin and all
over the world.

Since the year 2001, SPRINGER ACADEMY has stood for high-quality seminars and
workshops dealing with the topics SENSOMOTORICS and BIOMECHANICS. More
than 10,000 pedorthists orthopedic technicians, doctors and physiotherapists
from all over the world have benefited from our know-how, receiving further
education as well as additional certification.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME OUR PARTNER?

PLEASE CONTACT
FRANK HEPPER

SPRINGER AKTIV AG

PHONE: +49 (0) 176 56 31 03 56

Lengeder Str. 52, 13407 Berlin

EMAIL: frankhepper@springer-berlin.de

PHONE: +49 (0)30 - 49 00 03 - 0

SKYPE: frankhepper

Fax: +49 (0)30 - 49 00 03 - 11
ONLINE: www.springer-berlin.de
EMAIL: export@springer-berlin.de

